Cluster based statistical feature extraction method for automatic bleeding detection in wireless capsule endoscopy video.
Wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) is capable of demonstrating the entire gastrointestinal tract at an expense of exhaustive reviewing process for detecting bleeding disorders. The main objective is to develop an automatic method for identifying the bleeding frames and zones from WCE video. Different statistical features are extracted from the overlapping spatial blocks of the preprocessed WCE image in a transformed color plane containing green to red pixel ratio. The unique idea of the proposed method is to first perform unsupervised clustering of different blocks for obtaining two clusters and then extract cluster based features (CBFs). Finally, a global feature consisting of the CBFs and differential CBF is used to detect bleeding frame via supervised classification. In order to handle continuous WCE video, a post-processing scheme is introduced utilizing the feature trends in neighboring frames. The CBF along with some morphological operations is employed to identify bleeding zones. Based on extensive experimentation on several WCE videos, it is found that the proposed method offers significantly better performance in comparison to some existing methods in terms of bleeding detection accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and precision in bleeding zone detection. It is found that the bleeding detection performance obtained by using the proposed CBF based global feature is better than the feature extracted from the non-clustered image. The proposed method can reduce the burden of physicians in investigating WCE video to detect bleeding frame and zone with a high level of accuracy.